The ingredients for
a happy kitchen
Memos are all about sharing the important stuff.
Simple. Helpful. Honest. And that’s what our products
are all about. Just beautiful quality and clever little
touches that bring joy to the simple moments in the
kitchen. Like mixers so magical they turn themselves
on for you and sinks so striking they’ll make you
want to do the dishes. Memo brings you products
so unique, they have their own personalities.

Brighter
than fruit
salad
We’re bringing a splash
of colour to the kitchen
to make you smile.

Tougher
than
coconuts
Our sinks are incredibly
durable so they’ll look
great for years to come.

A simple
recipe
Heaps of clever little
touches to save you
time every day.

theright
mixture
Add matching accessories
guaranteed to make
cooking prep easier.
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Meet the family
That’s right, we love our products so much,
we actually named them like our own kids.
They’re all unique in their own way.
So after months of designing and reﬁning
please meet Sia, Zenna, Hugo and Harper.

Hey I,m

Sia
I’m the sensible one.
Not as touchy as
the others.

Hi I,m

Zenna
I’m the golden child.
Conﬁdent and
good looking.
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Howdy I,m

Hugo
I’m the easy going one.
I’ll just ﬁt in with
whatever you’re doing.

Hello I,m

Harper
It’s nice to make
your acquaintance.
I’m a lover of the
classics.
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Sia
Justlike magic
Performing magic with the wave of a hand,
Sia is the perfect kitchen assistant. The beautiful
lines of this mixer hide intelligent built-in sensors
that can activate with 100% hands-free operation.
All this makes multitasking in the kitchen a breeze
and creates a cleaner, germ-free environment.

In ancient Gre
words for ‘cook’,ece, the
and ‘priest’ were ‘butcher’
al derived
from the word mlag
ic.

That,s
mixed up!
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Give us
a wave
Touch-free operation will
make Sia your new best
friend in the kitchen.
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Sia

Sensor Taps
220

220

Sia Sensor Tap
Brushed Chrome

Sia Sensor Tap
Polished Chrome

C

247

247

Available in polished chrome, brushed
chrome, brushed brass and matte black ﬁnishes
LED light indicates hands-free activation
Run time adjustable at installation – maximum of
two minutes
Warm or cold water activation can
be set at installation
Simple plug-n-play installation
Cold or tempered water in hands-free mode
Dual stage ﬁlters for water quality
Left and right hand versions available
Kidsafe cold pull feature
360° Swivel spout
WELS 4 Star, 6.5 litres per minute

405

405

Combining elegant lines
with touchless technology,
the Sia sensor tap range
improves convenience and
hygiene in the kitchen.

H

C

Sia Sensor Tap Left Hand

Sia Sensor Tap
Brushed Brass

H

Sia Sensor Tap Right Hand

Sia Sensor Tap
Matte Black
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The right one for you
Sinks made simple

Step 1 How many bowls do you need?

1

1

2

1

One Bowl

Two Bowls

1 3/4 Bowls

If space is at a premium or
you’d just like to maximise
your bench space, one bowl
could be the ideal option.

Suited to family homes with
plenty of dishes and food prep,
you can’t beat a double sink.

Big on practicality with similar
functionality to a double bowl sink
but with a smaller footprint.

Step 2 Need a drainer or tap hole?
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3⁄4

Drainer

Tap Hole

A drainer is handy for stacking
wet dishes to dry after washing.

If you want your mixer mounted in your
sink, you’ll need a tap hole built in.
Alternatively, choose one without a tap
hole if you want to mount your mixer
into your benchtop or on the wall.

Step 3 Are you a lefty or a righty?

Think about your sink layout in relation to other appliances
in your kitchen as well as your washing and drying process.
Wash on the left and dry on the right, or the other way around?

Step 4 Undermount or inset?

Undermount

Inset

Most sinks are either designed to be undermount or inset into the
benchtop. Memo sinks, on the other hand, can be installed either way
for added versatility. This makes choosing the right one a little easier.

Step 5 What’s the best ﬁt?

Dimensions

Cabinet Size

Think Deep

You want a sink, that is not only
proportional to your kitchen but
also caters to all the items you
need to wash, such as oven trays
and large pots and pans.

It might go without saying
but make sure the width of
your sink bowls are within
the internal dimensions of
your cabinet underneath.

Deeper sinks allow you to wash
larger dishes but will take up
more internal cabinet space
underneath. Decide which is
more important to you.
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ries
Bananas are beraren’t.
es
ri
er
b
but straw
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Zenna
The Attraction of colour
Nature lures animals with colour, which is why bees are drawn
to beautiful ﬂowers. We do the same with our incredible
metallic colours. What better way to make a sink desirable
than glimmering gold? And if gold ain’t your thing, Zenna also
comes in striking stainless and smoking hot gunmetal.
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Deeper
thinking
Designed to handle
d
the largest pots an
.
dishes with ease

450

Zenna

400

Available in stainless steel, gold or gunmetal ﬁnishes
Can be installed inset or undermount
High quality Stainless Steel (304 Grade)
Rear waste position creates space under counter
Sound deadening pads for a quieter kitchen
Anti-condensation coating prevents moisture underneath
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400

230

The Zenna Single Sink brings
you thoroughly modern design
in a compact footprint.

450

Single Bowl

Single
No Tap Hole
450mm x 450mm
2402721, 2402724,
2402726

Zenna Single Gold

Zenna Single Gunmetal

Zenna Single Stainless Steel
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Zenna

1 3⁄4 Bowl
When you want the convenience of
two sinks but you’re tight on space,
the 1 ¾ is ideal.

Available in stainless steel, gold or gunmetal ﬁnishes

Zenna 1 3⁄4 Gold

Can be installed inset or undermount
High quality Stainless Steel (304 Grade)
Rear waste position creates space under counter
Sound deadening pads for a quieter kitchen
Anti-condensation coating prevents moisture underneath

770

Zenna 1 3⁄4 Gunmetal
317

400

450

400

230

Zenna 1 3⁄4 Stainless Steel

1 3/4
No Tap Hole
770mm x 450mm
2402722, 2402725,
2402727

Memo
Accessories
Basket
Waste

Removable
Small
Scrap Waste Chopping
Basket
Board

Large
Chopping
Board

Compatibility
Zenna Single
Zenna 1 3⁄4
Zenna Double

Finishes
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Wood

Wood

Wire
Basket

Mini
Colander

Roller
Mat

Thin
isin
Zenna’s super thin
divider prevents water
pooling on top.

Zenna

Double Bowl
Two sinks mean double the convenience
when prepping or washing up.

Available in stainless steel ﬁnishes
400

Can be installed inset or undermount

855

400

High quality Stainless Steel (304 Grade)
Rear waste position creates space under counter
400

230

Anti-condensation coating prevents moisture underneath

450

Sound deadening pads for a quieter kitchen

Double
No Tap Hole
855mm x 450mm
2402706
Zenna Double Stainless Steel
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Hugo
Ready for anything
Hugo is like the Bear Grylls of sinks – able to handle
every situation. Available in 13 beautiful conﬁgurations,
there’s a Hugo design that’s perfect for you.
Made in tough stainless steel, Hugo will help you
make the most of your kitchen space every day.
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There are over 200 varie
of potatoes and they canties
cooked 15 different waysbe
.
That’s more than 3000
combinations.
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Cleaner
Design
Curved inner radius
allows for faster and
easier cleaning.
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425

Hugo
400

Single Bowl

445

380

A compact single bowl
design that’s ideal for
small kitchens, butler’s
pantries and laundries.
220

Hugo Single
No Tap Hole

High quality Stainless Steel (304 Grade)
Can be installed inset or undermount

Single
No Tap Hole

Rear waste position creates space under counter
Sound deadening pads for a quieter kitchen
Anti-condensation coating prevents
moisture underneath

445mm x 425mm
2402704
346
300

340

Hugo Single Compact
No Tap Hole

220

220

400

400

440

506

83

300

Single Compact
No Tap Hole

Single Compact
1 Tap Hole

440mm x 340mm
2402708

506mm x 346mm
2402710

Hugo Single Compact
1 Tap Hole

546
500

400

506

Hugo Single Extended

220

220

400

445

500

83

545

Single Extended
No Tap Hole

Single Extended
1 Tap Hole

545mm x 445mm
2402705

545mm x 506mm
2402709

Hugo Single Extended
1 Tap Hole
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Hugo

Double and
1 ¾ Bowl

Stronger
than most
ess
High quality stainl
fe
-li
ng
steel delivers lo
durability.

Hugo Double and 1 3⁄4
options deliver practical,
no fuss design.

High quality Stainless Steel (304 Grade)
Can be installed inset or undermount
Rear waste position creates space under counter
Sound deadening pads for a quieter kitchen
Anti-condensation coating prevents moisture underneath

Hugo 1 3/4 Bowl

831

300

380

25

380

400

25

446

751

220

220

400

446

380

Hugo Double Bowl

1 3⁄4
No Tap Hole

Double
No Tap Hole

751mm x 446mm
2402707

831mm x 446mm
2402706
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Hugo

Single Bowl
With Drainer
A sink with drainer offers the best of both
worlds for washing and drying your dishes.

High quality Stainless Steel (304 Grade)
Can be installed inset or undermount
Rear waste position creates space under counter
Sound deadening pads for a quieter kitchen
Anti-condensation coating prevents moisture underneath
Available with left or right hand bowl

Hugo Single Left Hand Bowl with Drainer

416

380

400

400

416

220

220

416

22

864

484
442

416

420

864

446

380

Hugo Single Right Hand Bowl with Drainer

Single Drainer LHB
1 Tap Hole

Single Drainer RHB
1 Tap Hole

864mm x 484mm
2402711

864mm x 484mm
2402712

So many
combos
13
Hugo comes in
suit
to
s
gn
different desi
n.
he
tc
ki
every type of
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Hugo

1 3⁄4 and
Double Bowl
With Drainer

Enjoy
quiet
times
Sound deadening pads
under our sinks absorb
noise for quieter living.

Two sinks with drainer offer unlimited
versatility for juggling all common
kitchen tasks.

Available with left or right hand bowl
High quality Stainless Steel (304 Grade)
Can be installed inset or undermount
Rear waste position creates space under counter
Sound deadening pads for a quieter kitchen
Anti-condensation coating prevents moisture underneath

416

416

340

484

442

220

24

1194
300

484

300

340

1194

220

380

Hugo 1 3/4 Right Hand Bowl with Drainer

1 3⁄4 Drainer LHB
1 Tap Hole

1 3⁄4 Drainer RHB
1 Tap Hole

1194mm x 484mm
2402715

1194mm x 484mm
2402716

380

442

Hugo 1 3/4 Left Hand Bowl with Drainer

Hugo Double Left Hand Bowl with Drainer

1232

380

380

400

442

220

220

420

400

1232

416

416

484

380

484

380

Hugo Double Right Hand Bowl with Drainer

Double Drainer LHB
No Tap Hole

Double Drainer RHB
No Tap Hole

1274mm x 484mm
2402713

1274mm x 484mm
2402714

Memo
Accessories
Basket
Waste

Removable
Small
Scrap Waste Chopping
Basket
Board

Large
Chopping
Board

Wire
Basket

Mini
Colander

Roller
Mat

Drainer
Tray

Compatibility
Hugo Single No Tap Hole
Hugo Single Compact No Tap hole
Hugo Single Compact 1 Tap Hole
Hugo Single Extended No Tap Hole
Hugo Single extended 1 Tap Hole
Hugo 1 3⁄4 No Tap Hole
Hugo Double No Tap Hole
Hugo Single Drainer LHS 1 Tap Hole
Hugo Single Drainer RHS 1 Tap Hole
Hugo 1 3⁄4 Drainer LHS 1 Tap Hole
Hugo 1 3⁄4 Drainer RHS 1 Tap Hole
Hugo Double Drainer LHS No Tap Hole
Hugo Double Drainer RHS No Tap Hole

Finishes

Wood

Wood
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Harper
Everyone loves the classics
When you want to make something great, it helps to start with the
right ingredients. Harper is born from this idea. We’ve taken classic
design and mixed it with quality materials. We added a pinch of
modern ingenuity and the result is wonderfully spectacular.
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are the
Black tea and green tea
rns
same plant. Green tea tu
ves
black when the picked lea
are exposed to air.

27

s
Hampton
home life
ess beauty
Enjoy the timel
ﬁreclay.
of natural ﬁne
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Harper

Single Bowl
A traditionally inspired single sink to suit
a more rustic style of kitchen.

Can be installed inset or undermount
Fine ﬁreclay material
Centre waste position

Harper Single 462

Harper Single 598

462

598

220

400

462

536

220

400

462

400

Single 462
No Tap Hole

Single 598
No Tap Hole

462mm x 462mm
2402719

598mm x 462mm
2402720
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Harper

Butler Sinks
A generously proportioned double butler sink bringing
you the best of farmhouse chic.

Reversible design – can be installed
ﬂat or farmhouse front
Butler style installation
Fine ﬁreclay material
Centre waste position

Harper Single Butler

Harper 1 3⁄4 Butler

762

449

838

328

258

258

258

258

407

427

460

710

Single Butler
No Tap Hole

1 3⁄4 Butler
No Tap Hole

762mm x 460mm
2402717

460mm x 838mm
2402718

Memo
Accessories
Harper
Chopping
Board

Compatibility
Harper Single 462
Harper Single 598
Harper Single Butler 762
Harper 1 3⁄4 Butler 838

Finishes
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Wood

300 x 370mm
Sink Protect
Grid

370 x 370mm
Sink Protect
Grid

350 x 380mm
Sink Protect
Grid

680x 350mm
Sink Protect
Grid

Two
designs
in one
A reversible sink that
gives you a choice of ﬂat
or farmhouse front.

Harper Single Butler

Harper Single Butler Farmhouse
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Handy Helpers
LET,s Supercharge your sink

Step 1 Choose your preferred accessories
Memo offers a range of cleverly designed accessories sized to work
perfectly with our sink ranges. Along with looking great, they’ll save you
plenty of time in the kitchen when tackling those everyday tasks.
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Mini
Colanders

Large Chopping
Boards

Small Chopping
Boards

Ideal for cleaning and
draining fruit and vegetables
directly over the sink.

Transform your sink into
a useful prep area when
chopping and dicing.

Convert a portion of your
sink area into a convenient
food prep space.

Roller
Mats

Wire
Baskets

Drainer
Trays

Our ﬂexible roller mats can
extend your workspace or
be used as a drainer.

A wire basket with in-built
cutlery holder keeps
everything organised and
helps dry the dishes.

These trays are a perfect
removable drainer option
for our single, 1 3/4 &
double bowl sinks.

Step 2 Mix and match
Our modular range allows you to combine accessories
that extend the functionality of your sink.

Small Sinks

Large Sinks

Combine a colander and
chopping board for a
seamlessly integrated work
area with Zenna and Hugo.

Create a multifunctional space
by adding a colander, chopping
board and roller mat.

Step 3 Easy to clean plug holes
Keeping food scraps out of your plumbing is better for the
environment and will protect your plumbing from blockages.

Basket
Wastes

Removable Scrap
Waste Basket

An easily removable
basket waste for quickly
cleaning up your sink.

Deep basket to trap food scraps
with handle for easy removal.
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Mini
Colanders
Our mini colander range is
available in 4 designer ﬁnishes
that match our Zenna and
Hugo sinks perfectly.
Mini Colander Stainless Steel

Mini Colander Gunmetal

Mini Colanders
168mm x 420mm
2407014, 2407016,
2407017, 2407015

Available in stainless steel, gold,
gunmetal and black ﬁnishes
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Mini Colander Gold

Mini Colander Black

Chopping
Boards

Large
Chopping
Board

Memo chopping boards are
crafted in solid oak and sealed
for long life and hygiene.

395mm x 415mm
2409999
Solid Oak ﬁnish

Large Chopping Board

Small
Chopping
Board
420mm x 245mm
2409998
Small Chopping Board

Solid Oak ﬁnish
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Wire
Baskets
Our wire baskets provide
capacity for a large
volume of dishes and
come in four ﬁnishes to
match the Zenna and
Hugo sinks.
Wire Basket Stainless Steel

Wire Basket Gunmetal

Wire Basket Gold

Wire Basket Black

Wire Baskets
420mm x 445mm
2407010, 2407012,
2407013, 2407011

Available in stainless steel, gunmetal,
gold and black ﬁnishes
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Roller
Mats
Memo roller mats offer complete
versatility. They double as a
work area or a strainer and then
fold up for easy storage.

Roller Mat Stainless Steel

Roller Mat Gunmetal

Roller Mat Gold

Roller Mat Black

Roller Mats
420mm x 445mm
2407006, 2407008,
2407009, 2407007

Available in stainless steel, gunmetal,
gold and black ﬁnishes
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Harper

Sink Protector Grids
Designed to ﬁt perfectly in the bottom of our
Harper sinks, these protector grids allow you to
wash sharp items, utensils and pans without
fear of scratching the sink base.

Harper Sink
Protector Grids
300mm x 370mm
2407037
680mm x 350mm
2407040

300mm x 370

680mm x 350mm

370mm x 370mm
2407038
510mm x 380mm
2407039

Available in stainless steel

370mm x 370mm

510mm x 380mm

Harper

Butler Sink
Chopping Board
The Harper chopping board is
made from compact laminate
making it strong, durable
and perfect for food prep.

Harper Chopping Board
420mm x 445mm
2407036
Harper Butler Chopping Board
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Hugo

Drainer Tray
The Hugo drainer tray is a practical
and removable drainer solution for
our single, 1 3/4 & double bowl sinks.

Drainer Tray
420mm x 445mm
2402729
Drainer Tray Stainless Steel
Available in stainless steel

Basket
Wastes
Our easy clean basket wastes
have been designed to provide fast
drainage while keeping food debris
out of your plumbing.

Basket Waste Stainless Steel

Basket Waste Gunmetal

Basket Waste Gold

Basket Waste Black

Basket Wastes
2402728, 2407004,
2407005, 2407003

Available in stainless steel, gunmetal,
gold and black ﬁnishes
Matching coloured waste
comes with sink

Removable Waste
Scrap Basket
2407002

Available in stainless steel
Sold separately

Removable Waste Scrap Basket
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Memo
Harper
Fireclay

Care
Instructions

Harper ﬁreclay sinks
Harper sinks are manufactured with high quality materials and tested to ensure
performance and long life. Fireclay sinks are created by ﬁring the clay at high
temperatures so some visual distortion can occur. This is not a defect but can be
seen to add to the natural beauty of the sink.

Cleaning

Light Marks

To keep your Harper sink in original condition, only
clean with non-abrasive cleaners and a soft sponge.

Metal cutlery and cooking utensils can leave marks
on the surface. These can be removed by Bar Keeper’s
Friend or a similar cleaner.

Water Stains
Use a low concentration of vinegar to remove hard water
stains. Rinse well after. Keeping the sink dry will avoid
future water stains.

General Stains
Marks and stains caused by foods and liquids should
be removed immediately with hot water and a gentle
cleaning agent. Cleaners, such as Jif, can be used
to remove tougher stains. For more stubborn stains,
mix a water and detergent mixture in the sink overnight,
scrub off any dirt and stains and rinse with water.

Scratches
Fireclay is extremely durable and long lasting.
However, if scratches and chips do occur, Cramer
Repair Kit is recommended for minor damages
to the sink.

Do Not Use
Fireclay sinks can withstand many chemical cleaning
agents, however it can cause damage to the wastes
and taps. Below is not advised.
• Steel wool, scourers or metal brush to sink.
• Harsh cleaners containing severe acidic or
alkaline chemicals such as sodium hydroxide,
sulfuric acid or hydrochloric acid.
• Toilet cleaners such as chlorinated
cleansers or bleach of any type.

Note
Damage caused by any improper treatment is not
covered by the product warranty – refer to Warranty
Conditions for further information.
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Zenna
Nano Coated

Hugo
Stainless

Zenna and Hugo Stainless Steel Sinks
Zenna and Hugo sinks sinks are manufactured with high quality materials and tested
to ensure performance and long life. Marks on stainless steel can occur over time from
waterborne deposits clinging to the stainless steel surface. To maintain the original
appearance of the stainless steel ﬁnish, it’s important to do a regular clean with
non-abrasive cleaners. In more aggressive environments, such as coastal locations,
more frequent cleaning will be required.

Maintenance

Do Not Use

Always keep the stainless steel surface clean and do
not allow dirt or grime to remain on the surface for
extended periods.

Do not use any of the following to clean stainless steel;

Brown Stains & Light Scratches

• Harsh cleaners containing acidic or alkaline
chemicals such as sodium hydroxide
(drain cleaner) or hydrochloric acid.

A 3M Scotch-Brite cleaning cloth can be used by
carefully rubbing up and down following the steel grain
direction – not across the grain or in a circular motion.
Diluted dishwashing liquid on a 3M Scotch-brite can also
be used to remove stubborn brown stains. Thoroughly
rinse with clean water and let dry to ensure no potential
rust particles are left on the surface.

Recommended Stainless
Steel Cleaner & Repellent

• Steel wool, scourers or a metal brush
• Scourers previously used on normal steel

• Toilet cleaners such as chlorinated
cleansers or bleach of any time.
• Brick cleaners such as hydrochloric acid.
• Plastic scourers across the stainless steel grain.

Do Not Allow
Salt, salty food or citric fruit juices to dry on the stainless
steel surface. Always rinse off with clean water.

We recommend Hillmark ‘Steelkleen’ to remove
ﬁngerprint smears, water spots, splatters and
light brown staining. In addition, it will not affect
the transparent ﬁlm which repels new marks. It’s
available through Reece (Reece code 2029784).

Note
Damage caused by improper treatment is not covered by
the product warranty. Refer to warranty conditions for
further information.
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Memo

Warranty
Information
Zenna
30 years domestic use,
12 months commercial warranty,
12 months spare parts and labour.

Hugo
30 years domestic use,
12 months commercial warranty,
12 months spare parts and labour.

Harper
30 years domestic use,
12 months spare parts and labour,
12 months commercial warranty.

Sia
15 years domestic use,
12 months commercial warranty,
12 months spare parts and labour.

Accessories
12 months replacement only.
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Note
Damage caused by any improper treatment is not covered
by the product warranty – refer to the Warranty Conditions
on the Reece website for further information.
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Nutmeg

Broccoli

is a hallucinoge
n.

contains more protein
than steak.

Cheese

Apples

is the most stolen
food in the world.

Tonic
Water
glows
in the dark.

cranberries
will bounce when ripe.

Vegetables

Pistachios

can actually communicate
with each other.

are actually fruit.

coconut
water
could be used for
blood plasma in
an emergency.
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give you more
energy than coffee.

Green
Beans
have tiny hairs on them
that can trap bugs.

Visit any one of our 300 showrooms around Australia for all the latest products, concepts and inspiration to make your
bathroom whatever you want it to be. And for the ultimate bathroom experience, go to one of our new bathroom life™
stores where you will ﬁnd the biggest range of leading Australian and international brands.

Call 1800 032 566 or visit www.reece.com.au for your nearest bathroom showroom.
Due to limitations in the printing process, the colours in this brochure are a guide only. The manufacturer/distributor reserves the right to vary
speciﬁcations or delete models from their range without prior notiﬁcation. The manufacturer/distributor takes no responsibility for printing errors.
Memo sinks and taps are covered by a product replacement warranty and a one year parts and labour warranty – domestic use only.
See www.reece.com.au/warranties for more information
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